TOURIST OFFICE OF THE POPPY COUNTRY
9 rue Gambetta– 80300 ALBERT—France
Phone: 33 (0)3 22 75 16 42
officedetourisme@paysducoquelicot.com

BATTLEFIELD GUIDED TOURS
Where we are
The tourist office is situated in ALBERT, in the heart
of the Somme battlefields where we do WWI tours.
Close to the motorway A1, A16 – 1.30 hour from
Calais or Paris.

Our skills
 We have been guiding school groups and adult

groups of all ages for 25 years!
 We can tailor our tours to perfectly suit each group’s

requirements. For example South Yorkshire groups go
to the Sheffield Park Cemetery; a Welsh group goes
to the Welsh dragon in Mametz… and so on.
Possibility to visit a private grave upon request in
advance.
 All our guides come from the Somme area and are

such both passionate and enthusiastic about their
work. In addition, they have all been specially trained
and have a good level of English.

 We can order hot or cold meals and packed lunches

for you.
 No need to pay on the day tour, we only need a

voucher and the invoice is sent to you afterwards.
 The guided tours are possible every day except:

December 25th and January 1st.

 If there are more than 60 people, 2 guides are

necessary for the visit and for the listeners’ comfort.
 Our team guided about 400 groups in 2014.
 There is a partnership between us and all the

professionals who work for the Western Front
remembrance sites.
 Our team is well aware of the importance of the

100th Anniversary and are prepared for the expected
increase demand.
 Sleeping accommodation is available at the School

Hotel in Albert (registered by the French Education
Department) if the group wishes to spend at least 2
days visiting the battlefields.
 There are free facilities provided for groups to eat

packed lunches, toilets…

As our Tourist Office is labelled (N°IMO08011009), we
can do all the bookings for you (guides, museums,
restaurants or packed lunches, accommodation). You
only have one contact which is the Tourist Office. We
do organise everything for you!

Our guided tours
1.30 hours guided tour
35€ per coach and per guide

5 hours guided tour
100€ per coach and per guide

A short visit is possible is you do not have much time to Special tour which includes the standard tour plus a
spend in the Somme. Possibility to choose one site.
particular site you want to visit. It is a good way to have
a personalised tour.
You can choose between the following sites:

3 hours guided tour
80€ per coach and per guide

The South African Memorial and Museum in Longueval
The Welsh Dragon in Mametz
The standard tour to appreciate the main sites of the The German Cemetery and Devonshire Cemetery in Fricourt
The Sheffield Park
Somme 1916 battle.
The Ulster Tower
The German bunker and the Australian and tank memorials
in Pozières
The National Australian Memorial in Villers-Bretonneux

Full day guided tour
160€ per coach and per guide
You spend more time on each site. It is a good way to
really appreciate them with no rush.
Beaumont-Hamel: the New-Foundland Park where original
trenches are still visible.

Other possible visits:
The Somme 1916 Museum. The entrance fee is sent to
you after the visit, along with the invoice for the tour.
The Basilica Notre-Dame de Brebières of Albert: (3€
per person) Visit this neo-byzantine style basilica which
became famous during WWI due to the legend of the
leaning Virgin “When the statue falls, the war will end”.

Thiepval: the largest British War Memorial in the world
where 72 205 men who have no known grave are
commemorated.

Lochnagar Crater: a huge mine crater from the 1st July 1916.

